Spiritual Comprehensions
Of ‘Through-Experience’

Plate 1: God & John 7, detail image, June, 2021.

Observations:
The Practice of the Presence & ‘Through-Shifting’

The experiential processes of the practicing Intuitive
Artist/Spiritual Aspirant, includes daily deconstruction of
reflective-reference (see Glossary at www.korabalesart.com) through
experience, within and upon the symbols found within the artistic
endeavor and life. This is accomplished via the use of
‘Through-Shifting’ of oneself’ into the Observer-state, Within The
Presence of your own experiential-perception.
Within the Observer-state, one allows the ego-self to be
sublimated to the Higher Divine Experiential-Perception (Intuition).
This is a method for Practice, perceived as essential to comprehend
the Multidimensional Meanings within the composition of this writing
(and the art), as well as one’s own ‘Spiritual-Location-Within.’ Overall,
this is an ‘Inner-Spiritual-Position, that I call ‘Spiritualization,’ which is
Beyond Self-Realization.
One may gauge the distance of his own perception to that
which is Conceptually Higher than his current Spiritual-perceptive
level, through his experience of reading texts such as this. The
distance is Reflective, and may be perceived experientially as
discomfort, grief, wrath, harshness, sarcasm, or even confusion. I
mean, check your ego.
These limiting experiential-perceptions are a Teaching
Mechanism through the Spirit (whether you’re conscious or not of It),
Reflectively-informing the consciousness of its position, in relation to
the corrective measure needed for improvement (Awareness of the
Presence). This is amenable, meaning adjustable in regard to

perceptual distance, as the limitation-conditions (just listed above)
originate within ‘Self-ideas’... which themselves are limitations,
unwittingly worn by choice as bondage, to the ‘circumscription by
polarity’ within the consciousness.
The Experience of such an Inward-Position - I mean of the
Presence-Perceived within oneself - is a Spiritual ‘Effect’ reflected
outwardly, which adjusts one’s ‘attitude’ accordingly, simply
truncating the limitation perception within oneself effectually.
What one is ‘left-with’, is the experience of the Voidless-Void that
is the Spirit, and if one is paying Attention, he will Intuitively Conceive
It. That is where these Spiritual Theorems were Realized - this
Location Within. You may visit There, and check it out for yourself,
within your own meditations, and through the Spirit of your own
Perception.
Amen!

~~~~~~~~~~ooooooooooo~~~~~~~~~~

Spiritual-Theorems from the Presence
Theorem 1:

The Form (Spirit-Perceived) of one’s Focus, is the Function of the
Form, within experience.
Theorem 2:

The 'Function of the Focus (Spirit)’,‘Upon-and-Within the Form’,
is Unlimited.

There are more, but ‘I’ was stopped here Intuitively, as ‘I’ needed to
experience more limitation-perspective, to fully grasp the following
conclusions (this took me a few months of ‘Through-Experience’
within the Spirit).

Conclusions:
I have come to these Intuitive-expressions, or ‘Theorems’, as a part of
the Full-Circle-Within my own meditations, and Now-Realize ‘Beyond
Self’ as one’s True Location from meditating upon them.
Through “THAT-Experience,” I have effectively been given the
conscious information of ‘This-Realization’, which is Paradoxical in
structure - meaning, the ‘mind’ and ‘thought’ are
experientially-perceived as unnecessary for one’s own
creative-expressions within life (which is really important to know).
They are also unnecessary for Living Life, because when one is
positioned to view his experience through them, and not Through the
Presence, he is guaranteeing his continued bondage to
polarity-thinking. This means ‘religion’, teachers, saints, miracles, and
masters, all become unnecessary, really, as they are not the Spirit’s
True Position, which is where one wants to Live within experience Through The Infinity of His Presence.
Further, this does not mean one does not use his Reason, but that
definition has changed within this New Position, to an honest
hanging of ego-circumscription.
And Positioned There-Within that Beyond-Self,
Unlimitation-Perspective,
is the Presence.
That is His Position, through which, Now-Located, one is Freed,
Beyond the Mind,
Beyond Thought,

Beyond Self in Realization.
Arriving There, one Knows the Absolute Position of Love’s
Uncircumscription, which is the third Theorem of the Presence’s
Position:
Theorem 3:
The Focus (Perception of Spirit) Through the Form is Unlimited,
Functioning as a Center-Beyond and Within Experiential-Perception
(Intuition),
and is a Consciousness-Point,
of Unaffected Attention.
~~~~~~~~~~~oooooo~~~~~~~~

If you’d like to know more about the ‘Above-Topic’, or parts of it,
or have questions, playful or serious, please email the
author/mystic, Kora Bales,
at “Contact@KoraBalesArt.com”.
Or, come visit ‘me’ in The Intuitive Artist’s Workshop, to watch or
participate, in the Application of ‘Through-Experience’
of these Spiritual Comprehensions.
Please also visit the Art Shop, and check out a new book titled,
‘Drawing with the Master: Self-Realization Through-Art &
Within-Meditation’.
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